Employment and wages of migrant workers
edited by Monique Abud

The post presents three studies dealing with employment and wages issues concerning migrant workers in China.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8066

Chinese statistics: how to understand them
edited by Monique Abud

Official statistics are widely used in the field of China studies but are not often well understood. This article ‘first clarifies three major issues that affect a wide range of Chinese statistics and then offers a gateway to a wealth of Chinese statistics whose existence is not widely known’.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8099

Opera in the park
written by Miguel Elosua

A former factory worker and amateur Peking opera performer in Qianling park (黔灵公园), Guiyang.
November 2013.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8158
Green food development in China: focus on the east
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

The purpose of the dissertation is to research how to promote green food consumption in eastern China. The research draws attention to certain main factors affecting green food consumption which are income and education levels and ages.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8127

Safe food for thought for the holiday season
edited by Jacqueline Nivard

Safe food for thought for the holiday season
In the lead up to the holidays, much will be written about how we, as consumers, can safely prepare food to ensure that friends and family remember a wonderful holiday meal and not the bout of food poisoning that landed a loved one in the emergency room.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8073

French ‘spiderman’ scales 288m-tall building in China.
edited by Sebastien Goulard

French "spiderman" Alan Robert successfully scaled the 288-meter tall building with bare hands in Shaoxing.
http://urbachina.hypotheses.org/8156
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